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St Mark’s Children’s Programme 2015 – 2017 
BLÁTHNAID QUINN reports 

Photographs by Bláthnaid Quinn  
Continued on page 6 

The position of Children’s Programme Co-ordinator was 
created in September 2015 with the aim of this role 
being to develop the spiritual programme for children 
and young people suitable for the range of children 
attending St Mark’s. Ida Silkenat took on the role, as an 
initial two-year pilot. Ida has set a very high standard in 
establishing the post, but has now moved on to take 
other responsibilities. Ida has successfully engaged 
children and young people and developed a successful 
and sustainable children’s programme model for St 
Mark’s.  Her contribution will be very much missed but 
we look forward to a new era in the children’s 
programme with the recruitment of a new co-ordinator. 
 
There is now a core group of children who participate in the 
programme, who have formed relationships and though the 
numbers may be small these are important to the children 
and valued by parents. From the outset Ida introduced a 
structured programme with familiar routines, opening and 
closing songs, prepared supporting materials and activities, 
often related to service themes and underpinned by Unitarian  
values. The children moved to the lower hall which has  

created dedicated space for children, without disruption from 
adults. Ida established a separate Teens and Tweens Group, 
which met monthly during 2016/17. This has attracted a 
small core of young people, supported by some visiting 
students whom Ida identified and supported. The children 
have participated in several services during this time and 
following discussion with the parents, the Christmas service 
2016 took a new form with a reverse Santa.  
 
There remain some underlying challenges in running the 
Children’s Programme in St Mark’s due to the small numbers 
involved, the varied age range and unplanned nature of 
children’s attendance. Attracting and retaining volunteers has 
been a challenge, though most volunteers have sustained 
their commitment during this period, due to the support they 
have received by having activities prepared by the co-
ordinator.   
 
Parents and programme leaders were surveyed for their 
views on the impact of this role.  Agreement on the value, 
depth and contribution to the spiritual development of the 
children from the programme content was wholehearted. 
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SUNDAY DUTIES AT ST MARK’S 
 
SUNDAY STEWARDS 
 
November 5 Kirsty Murray  12 Lynsey Bailey  
19 Rachael King 26 Rachael King  
December 3 John Reid & Mary McKenna  
 

PEACE CANDLE LIGHTING    
 
November  5 Lesley Hartley 12 ICUU 
19 Margery MacKay 26 Katie Brown  
December 3 Joan Cook 
  
*International Council of Unitarians and Universalists   
 

WELCOME   
  
November 5 Lesley & Roger Hartley 12 Amy McDonald & 
Tony Finlay 19 Elizabeth Welsh & Heather Coates  
26 Kate Foggo & Brian Robertson December 3 Lynsey Bailey 
& Margery Giles  
 

COFFEE   
 
November 5 Jill Stamper & Liz Marshall  12 Kris & 
Kenna Calder 19 Kirsty Murray & Hilary Anderson  
26 Mary McKenna & John Reid  
December 3 Brian Robertson & Margaret Ross 
          

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMME 
 
November 5 Rachael King & Blathnaid Quinn 
12 Amy & Ali McDonald 19 Susanne Urquhart &  
Tom Stamper  26 Lynsey Bailey & Rachael King 
December 3 Amy & Ali McDonald 
 

FLOWERS 
 
November 5 Kirstie Reid 12 Minnie Masterman 19 DM 
26 Gabrielle McKenzie December 3 B Jones 
   
 
 
 
  

 
Attendances  

 
 

September 24        33 (adults) + 4 (children)  = 37 
October 1                            41 + 2 = 43 
October 8                            41 + 4 = 45 
October 15                          43 + 4 = 47 
 
 

St Mark’s Unitarian Church Edinburgh, also known as Unitarians in Edinburgh, 
is a registered Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation Scottish Charity Number SC014167 

 
Roster of volunteers  

    for St Catharine's Homeless Project 
 

                
November 
                  3    Lesley & Roger Hartley  
                 10   Mary McKenna & Phillida Sawbridge  
                 17   DM & Kate Foggo  
                 24   Elaine Edwards & David McGill  
 
December 
 

                   1   Brian Robertson & Margaret Mackenzie  
 

 

If you would like to be a part of this worthwhile initiative, please speak  
to Elaine Edwards or email  elaine.m.edwards@virginmedia.com  

St Mark’s Unitarian Church 
Castle Terrace 
Edinburgh EH1 2DP 
0131 659 7600  
 
enquire@edinburgh-unitarians.org.uk  
www.edinburgh-unitarians.org.uk 

Search for ‘Unitarians in Edinburgh’ on    
www.facebook.com 
 
  

         
Lay Celebrant & Lay Preacher:    Joan Cook 

                       (Available for rites of passage) 
 

 

WHO’S WHO 
Convener:                Mary McKenna     
Secretary:                Margery MacKay  
Treasurer:                Ali McDonald        
Pulpit Secretary:      Lesley Hartley       
Social Secretary:     Lynsey Bailey      
         
Management Committee: Ann Sinclair         
Ministry Team:                  Lesley Hartley    
Church Flowers:               Mary McKenna   
Venue Enquiries:             venue@edinburgh-unitarians.org.uk  
Music:                               Ailsa Aikenhead 
 

 

Waymark  
 

Editor Jane Aaronson  
  

for Unitarians in Edinburgh 
 

Email  ja@ednet.co.uk 
 

Waymark is published ten times a year for members and 
friends  of St Mark’s. If you wish to receive Waymark by post, 
a suggested donation of around £15.00 per year towards the 
cost of publication will always be welcome. For more 
information please speak to our Treasurer, Ali McDonald. 
 

We welcome contributions, though space is limited, therefore 
contributions will be published at the discretion of the editor. 
Email to ja@ednet.co.uk by the 7th of the month. If you cannot  
send copy electronically, please note that Audrey Simon will type and 
email material to the editor. Please contact Audrey at St Mark's.  

PASTORAL SUPPORT AND CONCERNS  
 
If you know of anyone who has any pastoral concerns, and may like 
some support, please let us know. In the vestibule, there are paper slips 
on the table and a box on the ledge by the incoming mail, for such 
concerns. Alternatively please telephone or email us. Details are below. 
 

Contact details: 0131 659 7600 
 minister@edinburgh-unitarians.org.uk   

mailto:enquire@edinburgh-unitarians.org.uk
http://www.edinburgh-unitarians.org.uk/
http://www.facebook.com
mailto:supins@blueyonder.co.uk
mailto:supins@blueyonder.co.uk
mailto:minister@edinburgh-unitarians.org.uk
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Autumnal Reflections  
 

by MARY MCKENNA 
 

Convener of Council 

MARGERY MACKAY reflects on  
‘The Pity of War’ 

On  Sunday 18 June, RACHAEL KING lit our Chalice. This is 

I have been thinking 
a lot about ‘the Pity 
of War’, as Wilfred 
Owen put it, because 
of the ongoing 
horrific devastation in 
the Middle East, 
Africa and elsewhere 
that we see on our 
television screens 
and feel so helpless 
about.  
 

I attended the Scottish 
Commemoration Service 
at the War Memorial, 
Edinburgh Castle in 
April to remember 
those killed in and 
affected by the Battle 
of Arras (9 April 1917 
to 15 May 1917). (All 
casualties 288, 000). 
World War 1 was the 
start of war on a 
massive scale. I am 

not one for glorifying war, but I went to honour my 
uncle Donald Gunn MacKay who was killed in Arras on 
28 April 1917. 
 

I have been haunted by his story since I was young. He 
was an ordinary young man of his time who worked 
hard at George Harrison Textiles, Chambers Street, 
read, played football in the St Giles Club, made friends, 
and was a caring family member. 
 

As expected the event was traditional, with full 
ceremonials, including the musically magnificent and 
well-turned out Royal Marines Band. The preacher 
acknowledged the World War 1 generation who were 
very dutiful, served their country not knowing what 
they would face and she spoke of their heroism, 
sacrifice and comradeship. Her key message was the 
inherent worth of each life set in a spiritual context, and 
the devastating effect their loss or injury had on 
families and subsequent generations, and the need to 
limit war and be serious about seeking peace.  
 

The event was moving, the educational material 
produced from family memorabilia good for schools, the 
British Legion Organiser compassionate, but what I felt 
most during the service was a great overwhelming 
sense of sadness (and some anger) for the loss of life 
and wasted potential in all wars and compassion for all 
families affected. I suddenly remembered the summer 
before seeing World War 1 graves of multiple teenage 
brothers in cemeteries in the smallest Austrian villages. 
The futility of war hit me. I do not see anyone as my 
enemy and am sad that the human race, including 
intransigent politicians, has not found ways to deal with 
injustice, inhumane ideologies and resolve conflict 
without resorting to war. The aftermath of war on 
individuals and communities; mentally, physically, 
socially, economically remains for a very long time, 
resulting in grief, despair, displacement, antagonism, 
hate, and prejudice, but thankfully sometimes hope, 
courage and magnanimity shine through.  Young people 
read a reading by the Carnwadric Parish Church 
Worship Group about working for a peace that lasts. 
Surely doing so would be the best memorial to the 
fallen. 

Photograph, Copyright Ronald’s Studios, 79 
George Street, Edinburgh and 6 School Hull, 
Aberdeen 

 

 
As the temperature drops and the days get shorter, we 
naturally gather in and huddle down. Stews replace 
summer salads, and the T-shirts get packed away for 
another day. In our ever-changing seasons, the rich 
colours of the leaves conceal their demise, and yet we 
know that from their remains new shoots will emerge in 
spring. At this time of year, we may ponder on what 
matters in our lives, review our commitments, and 
make plans for the winter months. I’m sure all of us 
wish to leave the world a better place and feel we have 
made a difference.  
 
How does being a Unitarian help us at these times?  

• Being Unitarian can help us formulate a set of 
values by which we want to live our lives, a set of 
principles that are unique to us.  

• Being Unitarian can help us make sense of our life 
and find effective ways of living.  

• Being part of our beloved community can help us 
when we may feel overwhelmed, unconnected, 
helpless or hopeless.  
 

At St Mark’s we meet people on different spiritual 
journeys, people who bring their insights to us, bring 
different perspectives, skills and experience to 
contribute to our caring community. 
 
Many of us carry baggage from our earlier experience 
of religion and some are searching for that important 
other dimension to enrich our understanding. As we do 
in autumn, we can reflect on life this far, unpack the 
weighty trappings we have collected over the years, 
and evaluate what matters to us now, as we grow 
forward.   
 
As Unitarians we do not hold a dogmatic view of 
religion, rather we are enriched by all faiths and none. 
We encourage individuals to explore their spiritual 
journey and build their own theology.  
 
Reason is our map and conscience is our compass.  
 
Sometimes we don’t achieve all we hoped in life, 
sometimes things lead us in directions beyond our 
control. At these times we may need others help to see 
beyond our pressing worries. It is good to know that 
there are people around who accept us for who we are, 
who quietly understand us and are there to support us. 
Feeling connected, to ourselves, to each other, to a 
community and to the environment can help root us, 
when everything is changing. St Mark’s can provide that 
safe place of retreat when during periods of transition, 
when we are challenged and unsure, somewhere to 
keep us steady during turbulent times.  
 
This month’s Waymark reflects on summer events and 
make plans for Christmas. As always, I commend 
Waymark to you as a good read to remind us of the rich 
contributions from recent services and to plan the 
month ahead.   
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Lughnassadh, Festival of the All Skilled One 
 

by REV DR GEO CAMERON-GAIDUSCHEK 

Lughnassadh is the Ancient Celtic Festival in August of the 
Deity Lugh, the All Skilled One. Celtic stories say that Lugh 
was a master of life’s arts, which can inspire us to embrace all 
life’s skills, whatever our ages, faiths, and situations. Ancient 
stories can be both fun and inspiring. One of the wonderful 
things about the Unitarian Church is that we explore the 
wisdom and inspiration of all traditions. We explore denser 
levels of causality: the practical, charitable, helpful and 
emotional facets of life. We also explore subtler levels of 
causality: experiences of meditation, connection with all facets 
of the divine, and the ways in which all of this can enhance 
our lives. 
 
All facets of life are present in the stories about Lugh. He 
experienced all the polarities of life, the rough chaotic times 
and the good calm times. This was the case because one of 
his parents was Fomoire, a tribe whose name relates to the 
Forces of Chaos. His other parent was Tuatha Dé Dánu, 
whose name relates to all divine and magical arts of life. 
 
With these two parents on opposite sides, he had a time of 
confusion: where to go, how to live, what to do. Many of us 
also have questions about all this. His questions were 
resolved, however, when he went to Tara, the spiritual centre 
of Ireland of the Tuatha Dé Dánu where the kings and queens 
lived. He had decided to join with them, and move away from 
the forces of chaos: a good idea! When he arrived, the guard of 
Tara stopped him at the door. He said, ‘No man comes to Tara 
who does not have a skill we can use.’ Lugh said: ‘Examine me, 
I’m a smith.’ ‘We have a smith already, Colum, of the three 
new techniques.’ ‘Examine me: I’m a strongman.’ Which 
means what you think, the champion who kept order at court. 
‘We don’t need you. We have a strongman already.’  Yet 
again he said, ‘Examine me. I’m a harper.’ The response was 
‘We’re set up for harpers too.’ Undaunted, Lugh continued. 
‘Examine me, doorkeeper. I’m a poet and a historian.’ ‘We do 
not need you. We already have one.’  
 
Having not been successful in obtaining work in arts, crafts 
and academia, he moved on to a whole new category.  
‘Examine me. I’m a sorcerer.’  ‘We certainly do not need you. 
We have them in great numbers. Our Druids and our people 
of power are numerous.’ And so, what was surely one of the 
most discouraging job interviews in history continued, as they 
went through assorted other professions. Finally, Lugh said 
‘Then ask the king whether he has one man who possesses 
all these skills.’  The guard looked stunned, ‘You are 
Samildanach, the all skilled one!’ Lugh went into the royal hall 
and sat in the master’s chair, for he was an ace of all arts of 
life. He clearly worked all levels of reality, from spiritual to 
physical and practical, and that got him where he wanted to 
be. Expanding our awareness and skills to all levels of reality 
can help us too. 
 
The Celts were inspired by his story, and aimed to become 
what they called Áes Dánu, ‘aces of all arts of life.’ Celtic 
culture has always been spiritually oriented, but we have 
never ignored all other arts of life. Ancient indigenous cultures 
don’t tend to draw hard lines between flesh and spirit, daily life 
and religious activity, this world and the other.  
 
Where modern culture tends to favour an either / or approach 
to life, ancient and modern shamanic cultures approach life as 
more of an either-all proposition. It’s all linked. Our sense of 
divine connection can help our daily activities and work, and 
doing those activities and work well can enhance our sense of  

spiritual peace and joy. If we believe God created all that is, 
matter emanated from God, so the physical realm is the 
densest level of Spirit. This means that when we clean the 
house, or care for our bodies, we’re also taking care of Spirit, 
co-creating beauty and order with the Divine. 
 
We’re all keen on accomplishing life’s arts. Whatever doubts 
and difficulties we have, we can do so. We have all managed 
to do some things we want and have achieved some things 
we want.  
 
Reflect on when we arrived at church today. If we’ve been 
here for a while we have friends here. If we’ve just arrived, 
perhaps on holiday, we’re surrounded by nice people who are 
happy to chat and be friendly. That’s great. When we’ve 
arrived where we want to be, we are doing what we want to 
do in a good way. 
 
Our arts of life are enhanced by expanding our awareness to 
the larger realities around us: what’s going on, what there is in 
the world and spirit. This helps us be less troubled by 
occasional life problems, and gives us greater knowledge to 
inform our perspective. Expanding awareness can be about 
what’s going on in all practical matters as well as enhancing 
spiritual awareness that can make us feel much less restricted 
and limited.  
 
Some of us spiritually oriented folk can get grumpy with 
ourselves when the denser levels of causality plague us. We 
unwillingly reflect on demeaning cleaning, enraging aging, 
failing at fitness and so on. Yet working these denser levels of 
causality rather than attempting to ignore them can greatly 
enhance our life and spiritual experience. One of the basic 
ways is expanding our knowledge in the areas we choose.  
 
Now, I began talking about ancient Celtic culture, which 
certainly has lots of good ideas on how to enhance life. But 
today, we have access to vast amounts of information on any 
subject we want assistance with. The web was created 
around forty years ago, and has expanded vastly since the 
90’s. Now we can simply go on a phone or computer and 
search for any subjects or topics we need information on, and 
individuals and organizations that can assist us.  
 
Searching for what we need this easily is a fresh opportunity 
we now have. Those of us who are older are well aware of the 
change. I could only do research in the library as a tween! 
(Which is still fun, but not so quick.) Expanding our 
understanding on practical as well as spiritual levels can help 
us a lot. We can often discover we aren’t as bad off as we 
might have thought we were. 
 
For example, one issue many of us have is money. We can 
get annoyed about things we can’t get, places we can’t live, 
trips we can’t take and so on. But let’s look at a basic fact: If 
we have a roof over our head, any food in the fridge and any 
cash in the bank, we are amongst the top 5% of the worlds 
wealthy. That’s a fact. This simple fact can make us feel much 
less discontent, and also much keener to help others worse 
off than ourselves. Wanting things we don’t have can of 
course still be an issue.  
 
When I was teaching at Omega Institute in America, I once 
heard the Indian Yogi Bhajan say that we should not be 
obsessed with buying houses. In reality we all rent, as one 
day our vehicle will break down but our soul will move on to  
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Poetry Reading for Pleasure  
 
 

on 
 

Sunday 26 November at 13.00 
 

Come and share some favourite poems 
 

Want to know more?  
 

Please speak to Margery MacKay 
 

 

ST MARK’S BOOKMARKS 
 

will meet on 12 November  
after the service  

at 13.00  
(bring your lunch) 

 

This group is open to all, and we shall be  
meeting  every 4-6 weeks 

 

The book we shall be discussing is; 
‘Mennonite in a Little Black Dress:  

A Memoir of Going Home’ by Rhoda Janzen 
 

For more details, contact Joan Cook 
 joancook@hotmail.co.uk 

our next adventure. This was a good message, but, actually, 
my daughter Tea helped me to release desire for a house 
when she was five. Aurora, my other daughter, and Tea and I 
were walking around a gorgeous estate in the Scottish 
Borders. I was happy at first, then not so happy. Tea looked at 
me and said ‘Mum, what’s wrong?’ I said, ‘Oh, nothing honey, 
I just wish I lived here.’ Tea and Aurora looked at me, with 
curious expressions, then Tea said, ‘Mum, what on earth are 
you talking about, you’re alive and you’re here, you are living 
here!’  
 
Reflect on this: whenever 
you are somewhere you like, 
doing things you like, you are 
living there. This simple truth 
can greatly diminish 
excessive desire and 
enhance contentment. 
 
Look at our lovely church by 
Edinburgh Castle: you are 
living here! If you go to the 
castle after, you’ll be living 
there too. This is another 
thing that helps us on all 
levels: living in the moment. 
 
Lugh gives us the sense that 
ultimate power comes from 
the ability to hold all 
possibilities, to navigate the 
true course gracefully 
between good and bad 
experiences. When we feel 
we’ve failed in aspects of our 
lives, it can obviously make 
things worse. I’ve had these 
experiences, as most of us 
have, in one way or another. 
 
But a failure is not the end of it all. An inspiring example is that 
Walt Disney, one of the most famous and creative people 
ever, had myriad failures in his early careers. He even had a 
nervous breakdown in 1931 when he lost work for his studio. 
What did he do?  
 
First, he and his wife took an extended holiday to Cuba and a 
cruise to Panama to recover. By 1934, Disney decided to do a 
full-length cartoon film, not a five minute one, as was always 
done at the time. He made Snow White and the Seven 
Dwarfs. It became the most successful sound film made to 
that date. His later films are well-loved and his studio 
continues to produce wonderful films now that he’s gone on to 
his next adventure. His failures were far from the end of his 
life and work. His example can help us realize that the same 
can be true for us.  
 

Let’s expand our awareness as we choose, in divine and / or 
physical realms. This allows us to feel infinitely less limited. 
And let’s be grateful. Again, this can be expressed in daily life 
as well as prayer or meditation. It expands our awareness of 
the great things we already have, and the great beings we 
already are. Another behavior many find helpful to extend joy 
and feel less limited is simply writing five things down that you 
are grateful for in the evening in a journal before bed. It helps 
us be more aware and happy about the good things in our 
lives. 

 
We needn’t feel we should be 
certain about everything in life 
to move on productively. Not all 
who wander are lost, and not all 
who wonder are lost. Lugh 
wandered and wondered, and 
finally became ‘samildanach’, 
the all skilled one. Lugh gives 
us the sense that ultimate 
power comes when we 
navigate gracefully between 
good and bad moments.  
 
Celts embraced his experience 
and example, and aimed to 
become aces of life’s arts, 
embracing perfection. Don’t feel 
you can never be perfect as 
you work to improve the facets 
of your lives. We can all aspire 
to perfection. We can even 
attain and abide in it. You see, 
the word ‘perfection’ comes 
from the Latin per facere, 
literally, thoroughly done, not 
flawless. 
 
Embrace the idea that, with all 
the good things you have 

already done in your lives, you are already Áes Dánu, aces of 
life’s arts.  There’s no need to scold yourself for past errors. 
You live in the now, any past errors can help you move 
forward to better tracks. The leader of Indian independence, 
Mahatma Gandhi, said that the difference between what we 
do and what we are capable of doing would suffice to solve 
most of the world’s problems. 
 
To be perfect is to have ‘stick-to-it-iveness.’ It is to be 
thorough rather than flawless. We need not wait to recognize 
what we have already achieved as aces of all arts of life, and 
we can move forward joyously to achieve more. Again, as my 
daughter Aurora reminds me that all we need to do is just do 
it!  
 

Copyright Geo Cameron-Gaiduschek 
used by permission   

given in St Mark’s on 6 August 2017 

  

Mixed media artwork by Geo Cameron-Gaiduschek, 
 based  on a photograph taken by her at a Celtic Centre 

mailto:joancook@hotmail.co.uk
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St Mark’s Children’s Programme 2015 – 2017 

BLÁTHNAID QUINN reports - continued from page 1 

Feedback received included: 
 

• The co-ordinator has provided structure and real, 
meaningful content.  The children don’t just go off and 
play, they are learning.  

• A number of interesting and valuable topics have been 
covered at a level sensitive to the age range of the 
children.   

• The children have dealt with a number of topics in a 
manner that has taught them about tolerance, respect, 
empathy etc.  Structure and content has been provided. 
They know what awaits them when they head off to the 
hall and they enjoy it.  They have developed relationships 
with each other and enjoy catching up when they get to 
see each other. 

• Having a paid Children’s Programme Co-ordinator has 
been truly transformative for the programme during the 
past two years. This is due to the dedicated time, 
organisation and expertise in both children's activities and 
Unitarianism that Ida has offered. The quality of activities 
prepared with detailed instructions and resources have 
been engaging for ALL ages and GREATLY helped 
leaders. For leaders, it is a huge relief to not worry about 
preparation, particularly when it is often unclear which 
age group will be attending.  

• Having a co-ordinator also gave us the confidence to join 
the Children’s Programme team as we knew there would 
be support for session planning and allowed us to 
contribute without having to sacrifice lots of time outside 
the session.  

 
Children’s views 
 
The children mentioned some themes and activities they 
liked: Remembrance Day, Refugees stories, Being Kind, 
Happy Bucket, Sikh stories and Autumn. The children also 
clearly liked being given responsibilities such as sowing seeds 
for food, watering the plants and handing out books at the 
beginning of the service.  
 
 
 
 

Teens and Tweens and their parents 
 
I like having the church community but I don't like 
long services. In teens and tweens I like to make new friends 
and do fun activities. I feel like I can be myself and it's a nice 
break from the rest of life. 
 
She has really enjoyed the tweens activities and this has kept 
her engaged with St Mark’s. I think that had this not been 
available I would struggle to maintain her interest at this 
stage in her life. 
 
Summary and recommendation to Council 
 
Ida should be congratulated on leading such a successful pilot 
and setting a high standard for others to follow. Supporting 
the Children’s Programme is an investment in the future of 
this community, the next generation, both parents and 
children. Parents feel supported to participate in the life of St 
Mark’s and have confidence that their children are learning 
values of respect for others and being encouraged to explore 
diverse issues.  Council has recommended that the Ministry 
Team seek to identify a new Children’s Programme Co-
ordinator to continue the good work evidenced through this 
pilot. (See announcement above). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This photograph of Ida Silkenat with some members of the children’s 
programme was taken by Bláthnaid Quinn. Bláthnaid  is a member of 
St Mark’s and a volunteer on the children’s programme. 
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Presence 
 

Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh has described his practice as 
the practice of arriving. Arriving home to the present moment. 
There is a poem that we use for walking meditation and 
sometimes sitting meditation: 
 
I have arrived, I am home 
In the here and in the now 
I am solid, I am free 
In the ultimate I dwell 
 
When he was first exiled from Vietnam, Thay, as he is known 
to his students (meaning teacher), naturally missed his 
homeland. He tells of a recurring dream in which he saw a 
beautiful green hill with many lovely trees. After climbing 
halfway up the hill he would wake up and find himself in exile. 
He gradually learnt to get in touch with the beautiful things in 
Europe and, once he had done so, the dream stopped of its 
own accord. So, in a way, this is the story of an exile who 
learned to find a deeper sense of ‘Home’ in the present 
moment. The present moment is where life .is. and so to live 
in the present is to go in the direction of life. 
 
I once attended a retreat with Thay at Nottingham University 
in England.  After a walking meditation Thay sat under a tree 
enjoying a cup of tea - and the peace that settled around him 
was tangible.  It's hard to describe how unusual it is to 
experience someone with no restlessness, no sense of 
needing to be anywhere else, someone who can be 
completely content with enjoying a cup of tea. This is what 
Thay calls .stopping. and it is the first aspect of meditation. 
 
Connection 
 

By being present we can connect with ourselves and start to 
become more aware of our body, feelings and mind. 
 
Having connected with ourselves we can then start to connect 
with each other by listening attentively with an open mind. 
Thay has said that the greatest gift we can offer anyone is our 
true presence. Listening leads to understanding and 
understanding is the foundation of love. In a culture where 
people often seem to pay more attention to their smartphones 
than each other this comes as a welcome reminder. 
 
Connecting with our roots another important aspect of the 
practice. By realising the unbroken stream of connection with 
our blood ancestors, spiritual ancestors and land ancestors 
we can tap into strengths that have been passed down 
through our lineage. Thay has never wanted his Western 
followers to become disconnected from their roots. He has 
described those who are detached from their roots as 'hungry 
ghosts' – constantly searching for love but unable to receive 
and absorb it when offered. 
 
Connecting with the Earth summarises another fundamental 
aspect of Thay's teaching. There is nothing that can exist, that 
can .be. all by itself – everything is inter-connected everything 
has to .inter-be. 
 
We have already heard some lovely piano music this morning. 
The casing of the piano is made of wood which comes from 
trees.  The trees need sunlight and water and soil to grow.  

Presence, Connection and Community 
 

From a service led by members of the Community of Interbeing.  
The talk was given by PETE SMITH who was  

supported by members of the Interbeing Sangha 
Very skilled carpenters will have made the casing from the 
wood and they will have needed specialist tools. They will 
have learnt their craft from a long lineage of other instrument 
makers. The sheet music uses a notation system that has its 
origins in mediaeval plainsong. 
 
So countless things have come together to make that music 
possible. That's not just true for music - if you reflect deeply 
enough on anything, you will find that it is connected with 
everything else. 
 
Community 
 

The final aspect of Thay's teaching I would like to mention is 
community. Thay has always said that the collective energy of 
mindfulness is stronger than our individual energy. Many 
friends who have come to St Mark's for our mindfulness 
sessions have said how much easier it was for them to 
meditate in a group rather on their own. 
 
The basic aim is to go in the direction of the good, the 
beautiful and the true and to build communities that are places 
of nourishment and healing. 
 
The New Year is an important time of celebration in Vietnam 
as much as in Scotland. Here is one sentence from 
the .Address to our ancestors at the New Year. in the Plum 
Village chanting book: 
 
“We are determined to help build a society in which people 
are not always busy, where little is consumed, and there is 
plenty of time to live with nature, look after nature, bring 
happiness to, care for and smile to each other. 
 
When you live in a close community you become very aware 
of and cannot escape the consequences of your actions on 
the people around you. This leads to understanding of inter-
connectedness at a deeper level. The Plum Village sangha 
have developed skilful ways to work with misunderstandings 
and different viewpoints. 
  
There are clear ethical guidelines for children, for members of 
the wider community, members of the core community, 
novices and monastics. In many ways the two promises for 
children sum up the essence of this path: .I vow to develop 
understanding, in order to live peacefully with people, animals, 
plants and minerals. and .I vow to develop my compassion in 
order to protect the lives of people, animals, plants and 
minerals. 
 
Our sangha in Edinburgh is a lay non-residential practice 
group which is open to anyone who wants to drop in. The 
name. Wild Geese. was suggested by Ani Lodro, one of the 
founder members, who was inspired by the way the geese 
support each other as they fly. The imagery of the geese 
figured prominently in her Lamp Transmission ceremony at 
Plum Village in February 2012. The geese can fly further and 
more efficiently with each other’s support and this symbolises 
the way sangha members support each other’s practice. 
 

Copyright Pete Smith 
used by permission.   

Given in St Mark’s on 10 September 2017 
 

Pete Smith – a member of the Wild Geese Sangha 
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Mindfulness @ Lunchtime 
  

meets at St Mark’s at 12.15 on Tuesdays  
 

 

Interbeing Buddhist Meditation   
 

meets at St Mark’s every Thursday, usually at 19.15  
 

For further information speak to Jon Bagust 
 

www.facebook.com/mindfulnessatlunchtime 

The Bereavement Support Group 
 

will meet on Saturday 4 November 
 

at 11.00 
 

The Bereavement Group offers support to anyone  
suffering a loss through bereavement,  

separation or estrangement 
 

Please speak to Jane Aaronson  ja@ednet.co.uk  

MARGERY MACKAY, Church Secretary, opened the event by 
welcoming everyone to the church, lighting the Peace Candle 
– A Unitarian tradition – and giving a short Unitarian reading 
on peace. REV BRIAN COOPER, Inter-Faith Secretary, 
Uniting for Peace, said that this annual event, held since 
2003, was dedicated to ‘inter-faith awareness, understanding 
and co-operation in the cause of community harmony and 
world peace.  A One Minute Silence for all victims of global 
terrorism since the 2016 event was then observed.  SISTER 
LOUISA GUPTA, of Brahma Kumaris Spiritual University, then 
focused the context with a Peace Meditation: it emphasised 
humans’ capacity to become ‘beings of peace, goodwill and 
hope’. Brian Cooper then interviewed DR FARSHID 
NAMDARAN, a Christian convert from Zoroasstrianism, on 
that ancient religion.  Born in Iran into a Zoroastrian family, he 
worked as a surgeon, but left Iran due to the intolerance of 
Ayatollah Khomeini’s extreme Islamist regime.  He came to 
UK and worked in community medicine in Scotland.  Dr. 
Namdaran said the birth of the prophet Zoroaster, dated 
between 500BC and 2000BC, was most probably around 
1750BC  He upheld monotheism focused on Ahura Mazda, 
Lord of Light (Wisdom), foresaw the world ‘refreshed’ by a 
saviour figure, and preached the overcoming of evil by 
righteousness and purity expressed in good thoughts, words 
and deeds.  It was a very early faith to have a vision of 
‘harmony’ – of people, people and nature, and – very 
significantly – between different faiths.  Zoroastrianism 
became the religion of the ancient Persian Empire, whose 
emperor Cyrus proclaimed freedom of religious observance.  
For Dr Namdaran conversation to Christianity was no rejection 
of the sublime teachings of Zoroastrianism but through Christ 
the way to follow them.  LESLEY HARTLEY of St Mark’s then 
gave a meditative musical offering on the piano.  Brian 
Cooper read ancient Celtic Christian prayers before 
introducing the next speaker, REV DR GEORGIANA 
CAMERON-GAIDUSCHEK who spoke on ‘Peace in the Celtic 
Spiritual Tradition’. Georgiana Cameron- Gaiduschek, a Celtic 
Studies scholar, film-maker and artist, said Celtic spirituality 
stressed the ‘inter-connectedness’ of humanity, humans and 
nature, and all with the Devine, seeing all as ‘emanations’ of 
the Devine.  Celtic Christian saints emphasised peace and 
harmony;  after being involved in a battle, Columba changed 
his life to found the monastery on Iona.  The Celtic ‘sense of 
connection ‘ was basic to its quest for peace in society and 
the world.  Harmony and unity with nature was expressed 
vividly;  St Cuthbert of Lindisfarne prayed all night standing in 
the sea and according to legend was kept warm by otters.  

On 4 July this year, St Mark’s was the venue for  
the Annual Inter-Faith Occasion for World Peace.  

The theme was Inspirations for Peace-Making.  
Rev BRIAN COOPER reports 

Georgina Cameron-Gaiduschek ended with an ancient Gaelic 
prayer on restoration of peace to the world.  Brian Cooper 
then introduced AURANGZEB HANEEF, Research Scholar at 
Alwaleed Centre of the study of Islam (Edinburgh University), 
former Lecturer in Islamic Studies at Lanore University, to 
speak on ‘Non-Violence in Islam’ – specially referring to the 
life of Abdul Ghaffar Khan, ‘Gandhi of the Indian Frontier’, a 
contemporary of Gandhi who led Muslim non-violence 
resistance to British rule during India’s independence struggle.  
Mr. Haneef said late 19th century saw various books in India 
discussing Islam, war and peace;  they argued early Islam 
was essentially peaceful, only engaging in defensive warfare.  
Ghaffar Khan, born 1890 near Peshawar, became very 
concerned about violence among his Pashtun people, 
especially arising from its ancient code of revenge, and 
believed non-violence the only way to improve their way and 
standard of life.  Religious upbringing and education in 
mission school led him to believe in the power of education 
and service to humanity – and good deeds, right conduct, 
tolerance and forgiveness as key elements in Islam.  He 
formed an unarmed ‘Army of Servants of God’ with patience 
and righteousness as its ‘weapons’ which resisted British rule 
non-violently, by peaceful Jihad.  Ghaffar Khan died in 1988.  
His life .personified many values and principles of Islam.:  
dignity of life of all beings, non compulsion, fighting for justice 
but also stressing mercy, forgiveness and reconciliation.  
Aurangzeb Haneef said Islam urges ‘idealistic realism’ and 
that Ghaffar Khan exalted idealism in his non-violent 
campaign for independence. 
 
After LESLEY HARTLEY’S second musical offering, BRIAN 
COOPER in his personal ‘Reflections on Peace-Making Now’, 
said different reasons – religious, political, philosophical, 
humanitarian – motivated people into the inter-faith and peace 
movements.  Common goals must be harmony of different 
faiths and local communities, and end of strife on the global 
scene.  In the light of contemporary events, .we cannot be 
neutral.  After the terrorist attacks and other events, he saw 
Britain now as a wounded country. Our pain is part of the 
greater pain of the wilder world. Many factors were causing 
increasing violence worldwide now:  .we can easily feel 
overwhelmed and helpless – but the challenge to the inter-
faith and peace movements is not to succumb to despair and 
helplessness, but to become part of the healing.    
 
The talks during this event were all set within prayers and 
meditations from various faith traditions. The event ended with 
everyone standing to say the Inter-Faith Affirmation for Peace 
and the Universal Prayer for Peace.   

http://www.facebook.com/mindfulnessatlunchtime
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In and Around St Mark’s 

ST MARK’S GOOD CAUSE 

NOVEMBER & DECEMBER 
 

Each year the Women’s League nationally chooses a 
charity to be supported financially by the League’s 
members and others. In turn, we in St Mark’s choose 
that charity as our good cause in November and 
December. This year the chosen charity is Prostate 
Cancer UK. 
 
Aims 
 

• to help more men survive and enjoy a better 
quality of life 

• to find the best diagnosis, treatment and support 
for all men with prostate cancer and other 
prostate diseases, and to cure or to prolong life 
without unwanted side-effects 

• to support men living with prostate cancer and 
prostate disease, and the effects of treatment, by 
providing specialist information and support 
services 

• to find answers by funding research into the 
causes and treatment of all prostate disease 

• to lead change by campaigning, creating 
conversations and co-operating with others 

For more information  

https://prostatecanceruk.org/  

 
 

‘Movember’, JOHN CLIFFORD reports 
 
Every year Prostate Cancer is supported by 
‘Movember’, where (usually) men grow moustaches 
during the month of November and seek sponsorship 
for this.  Five years ago John Clifford and Callum 
Clifford did a "Lad and Dad" entry and raised over 
£50.  Now, you say, John is cheating coz he's had a 
'stache for fifty years, but five years ago he shaved 
off his moustache on Hallowe'en in order to 
participate, and will do the same this year.  Any St 
Mark's members who would like join John and Callum 
in ‘Movember’ OR to donate to this cause (which is 
the Women's League charity this year because so 
many women are affected when their men are 
afflicted) please contact John when you next see him 
or by email: clifford@universalist.ednet.co.uk.   
 
To be clear, John and Callum's sponsorship will go 
directly to Prostate Cancer but the Women’s League 
will be informed of their efforts. 

MUSIC ON SUNDAYS, PAST AND PRESENT 
 

We are very fortunate that the calibre of musical offerings at 
St Mark’s during our Sunday services is very high. Among 
others who play the piano during our services on Sundays, we 
are most grateful to Leon Coates. From 1965 –2002 Leon was 
a lecturer in music at the University of Edinburgh. In his 
retirement he continues to conduct, compose and play the 
piano and organ at a number of churches and other venues. 
 

We have news of two other Sunday pianists  who were music 
students at Edinburgh University. Slav Todorov recently 
graduated from the Royal College of Music with a Master of 
Piano Performance with distinction. ‘You can read my 
interview with E Uni Magazine which can tell you some news. 
The most recent news is that I will establish my world online 
music academy called STAR Platform.’ http://www.ed.ac.uk/
edit-magazine/editions/issue-4/what-you-did-next 
 

 

Jack Westwell, left us in June,  
after completing his music studies 
at Edinburgh University, He is now 
at the Guildhall School of Music 
and Drama studying for a further 
music degree: Guildhall Artist 
Masters - Performance (Advanced 
Instrumental Studies Piano). 
 
We wish him well and look forward to 
hearing more of his progress. 

AILSA AITKENHEAD took over as our Sunday 

services pianist after Jack Westwell left in June. 
 

Ailsa has just finished a 
year-long placement in the 
Edinburgh University music 
department under the graduate 
studio accompanist scheme. 
She has recently graduated 
with distinction from the Masters in 
Piano Accompaniment course at 
the Royal Conservatoire of 
Scotland, where she has 
been highly commended in 
her final year recital, 
awarded the Alex Menzies 
Award for an Outstanding 
Accompanist and nominated 
to compete for the 
prestigious Gerald Moore 
Award. She previously 
studied at the University of 

Edinburgh graduating with a BMus Degree in 2013. 
 

Ailsa has worked with a huge variety of musicians, including 
singers, string players, brass, woodwind, choirs and musical 
theatre. Highlights have been her close relationship with the 
Greyfriars kirk and the lunchtime recital series as a regular 
performer; performing and rehearsing with Les Sirènes, the 
2012 winners of BBC choir of the year; and her experience as 
the principal accompanist for the students of Edinburgh 
University.  
 

She has had the opportunity to perform at some exciting 
venues such as the Glasgow Royal Concert Hall, Clyde 
Auditorium and Queen's Hall and King's Theatre in Edinburgh. 
 

Photo credit: Oliver Roditi 

 

mailto:clifford@universalist.ednet.co.uk
http://www.ed.ac.uk/edit-magazine/editions/issue-4/what-you-did-next
http://www.ed.ac.uk/edit-magazine/editions/issue-4/what-you-did-next
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Chalice Singers 
Rehearsals 

 
 

If you enjoy singing, do come and rehearse with us. You don’t 
need to be able to read music  

 
We will meet in the upper hall from 10.00-10.45   

on the following Sundays 
 

November 
5     

19 
December 

3 
 

Speak to Lesley Hartley to find out more 

 

Teens and Tweens Group 
 

 

We will meet from 11.00 -12.00 noon 
in the upper hall on  

 

19 November, 10 December and, 21 January 
 

For more details please speak to Ida Silkenat 

Note of Appreciation from Heather and Fiona Guthrie 
 
In October Waymark, we reported that Rae Guthrie, a 
longstanding member of St Mark’s had died. Rae’s daughters, 
Heather and Fiona, have sent us the following message. 
 
‘We would like to thank all at St Mark’s for sending such lovely 
cards and sincere condolences at this sad time. David's close 
association with St Marks over thirty years, and his work for 
the church, meant a great deal to him. David and Rae enjoyed 
many happy occasions at St Marks (including Heather's 
christening) and were grateful for the memories they shared of 
these times - and of the friends they made, past and present.   
 
On their behalf and with our love and best wishes, Heather 
and Fiona Guthrie’.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rev Marti Keller, the affiliated minister with the Unitarian 
Universalist Women’s Federation and an independent 
consultant on congregational ministry,  led worship on 16 
July. Her theme was the poet, Emily Dickinson. We were 
fortunate that afterwards she also led our Poetry for Pleasure 
group on the same theme. Last month we printed a report by 
CORINNA TYAGI, who attended from Glasgow Unitarians. This 
month we print one of Marti’s poems 
 
For Emily: Who Also Loved Horticulture 
 
You loved what was left for you, 
Lilacs and raspberries, 
You raised hothouse flowers, fruits  
Out of climate, 
Managed the land between the front door 
And cedar border. 
The back garden was yours, the greenhouse 
And the air 
On certain Sabbaths when you stayed behind 
With the wrens and the roses. 
 

Marti Keller 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On 17 September, members of the 
congregation donated 65 tins of baked 
beans, 81 tins of soup, 9 tins of lentils 
and a miscellany of 9 other tins for the 
St Catharine’s Homeless Project.   
Thank you to Barbara and John 
Clifford, and to Louise Rhodes Ritchie 
who delivered the tins to the Convent. 
A great effort by the congregation which will be appreciated! 
 

After the service we celebrated Minnie Masterman’s birthday. 
Margaret Ross made a delicious birthday cake for her, which 
we all enjoyed!     (Photo of Minnie Masterman by Margery MacKay) 
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Looking forward to Christmas - Three Outreach Initiatives 

Reverse Santa 
 
BLÁTHNAID QUINN explains 
 
It is proposed this year again that we have a Reverse 
Santa for the children.  Santa will arrive, as ever, in full 
regalia on 17 December but instead of giving each child 
a personalised gift, each family group, and members of 
the congregation are asked to consider donating an 
unwrapped new gift suitable for a deserving child for 
the Forth Radio Cash for Kids Christmas Toy Appeal.  
 
(I need to have these gifts by 10 December. 
Please see below for further details).  
 
Gifts can be donated from Sunday 5 November at a 
collection point in the church. They will be taken away 
by me for donation to the Forth Radio Cash for Kids 
Christmas Toy Appeal on Sunday 10 December. Please 
email me, blathnaid@blathnaidquinn.com for more 
information. Santa Claus will arrive, as usual, on 
Sunday 17 December, and will have small gifts for the 
children.  
  

In order that we have an idea of how many  
children will be attending the Christmas service  

on Sunday 17 December,  
please will parents be kind enough to email   

blathnaid@blathnaidquinn.com with numbers. 

St Catharine’s Homeless Project 
 

As has become our normal practice, we will be collecting 

items to act as gifts for the homeless project this Christmas. 

On 3 or 10 December, please bring a donation from the 

following list.  Socks and gloves (men’s); hats and scarves; 

small toiletries, such as shampoo, shower gel, soap, hand 

cream, tooth brushes, toothpaste and razors.  
 

All items should be new, not used. 
 

Our grateful thanks to Brian Robertson who has kindly 

offered to transport our donations to the homeless project.                                               
 

Any questions? Please speak to Lesley Hartley. 
 

EDINBURGH DIRECT AID 
 

A collection box will be in place in the vestibule on 
12 and 19 November  for people to bring along  the 
following items, pens and pencils; paper and notepads; 
shoes and toiletries; new underwear; and clothing.  
 
For more information please speak to Lesley Hartley. 

CHALICE LIGHTING WORDS 
Members of our congregation participate in Sunday services in various ways, including lighting our chalice and 
contributing thought-provoking words.   
 

This month we print PHILLIDA SAWBRIDGE’S and HILARY ANDERSON’S contributions which they shared 
with us earlier this year. 

PHILLIDA SAWBRIDGE       It is hard for most of us to 
conceive of torture; the state of mind of either the people who 
inflict it on others, or those who are its victims. 
 

Sadly, it still goes on all over the world, and many of the 
refugees and asylum-seekers who find their way to the UK 
have been subject to torture, usually for simply exercising 
basic human rights, like voting, or for being of the ‘wrong’ 
race, sexuality or religion. 
 

Probably the only professional organisation in this country 
trying to help these people is ‘Freedom from Torture’, which 
offers intensive psychological therapy and counselling, as well 
as practical support. 
 

Benyamin, a twenty-year-old Afghan who was tortured by the 
Taliban, is one of the recipients. He spent three months 
walking from Iran to Turkey, and came to the UK hidden in a 
lorry, alone and terrified. After months of detention, he finally 
found support at Freedom from Torture. He said, ‘At last I 
have someone who really listens to me and that cares.’ 
 

Naomi, a successful business-woman in the Ivory Coast, ran 
an event for a government institution and was raped, beaten 
and tortured by the rebels as a result.  When she reached the 
U.K. she didn’t feel she would ever be able to trust anyone 
again, or relate to others. She said ‘I was carrying this 
tremendous amount of fear in me, I was terrified.’  Treatment 
at Freedom from Torture has meant she now has a job in a 
coffee shop, and hopes one day to go to college. 
 

I light this candle to symbolize the little ray of hope which 
finally finding support and treatment brings to people who 
have suffered torture, and to salute the work of this 
organization. 

HILARY ANDERSON        In thinking about our peace candle, 
I have been reflecting on the events in the news during 
August. What sense of peace, safety, calm or hope can be 
drawn from a world context of instances of intolerance and 
attacks? I read an article by Joel Gunter, reporting for BBC 
News in Charlottesville, Virginia on the 13th of August 2017. 
In his article, he focused on a black, female minister, the 
Reverend Brown-Grooms, who was born in Charlottesville in 
1955 and who serves as a minister in that city. ‘As a girl, 
under segregation, she did not dare set foot in the white 
neighbourhood which was home to Emancipation Park - then 
Lee Park - and she had never been there until May, when the 
KKK came to town and lit torches under the statue.’ 
 

‘This summer has been one long prayer here in 
Charlottesville," she said. "And now today we are praying 
again, we are praying that the alt-right don't start something 
tonight, ahead of the rally.’ ‘Within a few hours, her prayer 
went unanswered. 
 

‘Late on Saturday night, after a day that began with a dawn 
prayer service at 6 am and ended in tragedy, Reverend Brown
-Grooms tried to reckon with what she had seen on the 
streets of her city that day.’ ‘I come from a people who were 
enslaved, and if you are going to make it through that misery, 
there has to be a spirit which allows you to see past what 
your eyes see in front of you and what your ears hear, and to 
understand how hope forms in your heart.’ 
 

So, I light our peace candle today for our entire human family 
– that each of us may experience a spirit within which allows 
us to see past what our eyes see in front of us and what our 
ears hear and to understand and experience how hope forms 
in our hearts – and that we may use those qualities to 
continue to make whatever positive differences we can to the 
world in which we live. 

mailto:blathnaid@blathnaidquinn.com
mailto:blathnaid@blathnaidquinn.com
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SUNDAYS NOVEMBER 
 

Services are at 11 am in the church, with coffee and 
conversation in the upper hall afterwards. Children sit 
with their parents for the opening part of the service, 
and then follow their own programme.  
 

The good cause in November and December is in 
support of the Women’s League Project, Prostate 
Cancer UK.  (See be low for deta i ls  of the serv ice  
on 19 November, and also page 9 for more details about the 
charity). 

Printed by Bookbinding By Crawford Ltd 

Sunday 5 November             Joan Cook 
 

A Service for All Souls 
 

An opportunity to remember those no longer with us, 
especially those we have lost in the past year. During the 
service, there will be an opportunity to light a candle in 
memory of those we have lost. If you have lost someone in 
the past year, and would like their name to be included, 
please let Joan Cook know. Email  joancook@hotmail.co.uk 
 

Joan Cook, our Lay Celebrant and Lay Preacher,  
is a member of St Mark’s and  

President of the Scottish Unitarian Association 
 
Sunday 12 November                                  Rev John Clifford                                                        
 

Remembrance Sunday  
 

We will honour the bravery of military and civilians caught up 
in major wars; rededicate ourselves to working for a world 
that doesn't depend on killing to settle disputes; and review 
some of the real issues the way veterans and widow(er)s are 
treated by society and governments.   
 

If folk can get to church by 10:50, we will start with the 
traditional 2 minutes of silence at 11:00 

 

Rev John Clifford is a retired Unitarian minister, a member 
of St Mark’s and a past Unitarian General Assembly President 

 
Sunday 19 November                                      Lesley Hartley 
                                                                                                            

Better diagnosis, Better treatments,  
Better Prevention 
 

David Sinton, from the charity Prostate Cancer UK, will talk to 
us, during the service, about the work of this charity, how it 
supports patients and their relatives, the research that they 
sponsor and their efforts at creating awareness of this 
disease. This charity is our good cause during November and 
December in support the Women's League national project. 
(See page 9 for further details about the Women’s League 
project). 
 

Lesley Hartley is a member of St Mark’s and our pulpit secretary 
 

Sunday 26 November                                           Joan Cook                                                       
 

‘Are Freedom, Reason & Tolerance Enough?’ 
 

We like to think that these three words describe what is at the 
core of our Unitarian beliefs. But are they sufficient in 
themselves? Or do they need some qualification?   
 

Joan Cook, our Lay Celebrant and Lay Preacher, 
is a member of St Mark’s and 

President of the Scottish Unitarian Association 
 
Sunday 3 December                                   Rev John Clifford                                                        
 

Learning to trust our non-rational side 
 

In the run-up to Christmas, Hanukkah, and Hogmanay what 
can rational, semi-secular Unitarians do to free ourselves from 
the heavy hand of our history and puritan origins? 
 

Rev John Clifford is a retired Unitarian minister, a member 
of St Mark’s and a past Unitarian General Assembly President 

 

After the service on 3 December, the Christmas Tree will be 
decorated. Please speak to Lynsey Bailey if you are able to help. 

NOVEMBER IN ST MARK’S  
  
Every Sunday  11.00           Church Service and Coffee 
Every Tuesday  12.15           Mindfulness@Lunchtime 
 

 
NOVEMBER  
 
Saturday  4      11.00             Bereavement & Support Group  
                                           email  ja@ednet.co.uk   
                                          (see page 8) 
 
Sunday    5      10.00–10.45   Chalice Singers Group     
                                           Rehearsal (see page 10)  
Sunday    5      14.00 17.00   Elgar Society, Arthur Reynolds   
                                          Elgar and Longfellow, examining   
                                          how the composer used   
                                          Longfellow’s words                                      
Saturday 11     19.30            Celebrated Jazz Pianist, 
                                          Rossano Sportiello (see page 10) 
 
Sunday   12     13.00 -14.00  St Mark’s BookMarks  
                                          (see page 5)  
Friday     17     19.30 -21.30  Concert - The Edinburgh   
                                          Mandolin and Guitar Orchestra 
                                          http://emgo.org.uk/  
Saturday 18     10.00–12.00 Macmillan Coffee Morning.   
                                         There will be coffee, tea and  
                                         snacks available. Donations   
                                         invited towards Macmillan      
                                         Cancer Support  (see below)                                                
Sunday   19     10.00–10.45 Chalice Singers Group     
                                         Rehearsal (see page 10)   
 
Sunday   26     13.00-14.00  Poetry Reading for Pleasure        
                                        (see page 5) 
DECEMBER 
 
Saturday    2   11.00-12.00   Waymark mailing                                                
                                          Email ja@ednet.co.uk  
                                          if you would like to help 
Sunday       3                      Chalice Singers Group     
                                         Rehearsal (see page 10)   
 

ST MARK'S  
MACMILLAN COFFEE MORNING 

 
 
 
 

We will be holding a slightly belated  
Macmillan Coffee Morning 

  

on Saturday 18 November  
from 10.00 until 12.00 

 

There will be coffee, tea and  snacks 
available. Donations are invited 

towards Macmillan Cancer Support 
 

Any contributions of home or  
shop-bought baking will be  

gratefully received 
 

There will be a sign-up sheet  
in the hall nearer the time  

 

For any further information, please speak 
to Lynsey Bailey or Lesley Hartley  

lynsey.bailey@yahoo.co.uk 

mailto:joancook@hotmail.co.uk

